OIL & NATURAL GAS COMMISSION
(8.0.'-) KARMACHARISANGHATANA
AFFILIATED TO - PETROLIUM & GAS WORKERS' FEDERATION OF INDIA
Reg. No. (By - II - 8268)

Tel. : 2659 9775

Flat No.~02. 1st Floor, Acme Hormony-I, Poonam Nagar, Off JV Link Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 093.
REF. : ONGC/KSI 14S 12014-

DATE: 17 - 10·20 '}4

To,
The GGM-HRO,
ONGC, WOU,
NSE plaza, BKC,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai 400051.
Subject:

"Non availability

ole

of Medicines" in SLQ platform.

Respected Sir,
Please find copy attached
from SLQ platform concerning
non
availability of medicines bringing it to zero level. We are constantly
monitoring medicine levels in our Panvel Hospital for over three
months and we are getting proto types answers, "requirements are
already provided, pending store procedures,
medicines will be
available shortly".
We have been sounding our concern about delay in procurement &
presently non availability of medicines is only due to adoption of
procuring medicines through store procedures. We had also brought
to the notice, the above issue in our meeting with Director
(Offshore), with all justification from authorities of MM & medical
department our apprehension stands true.
Circumstances' prevailing as surfaced in the letter enclosed does not
support any compromise, we remain firm with the procurement
logics of medicines, which is also practiced within ONGC, should be
adopted
so that
above prevailing
circumstances
should not
continue, invariably in offshore installation,
non availabilities of
medicines, SLQ is not a case of exception, same circumstances
prevails in all offshore installations.
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It is earnestly requested to your esteemed authority to take prompt
measures,
advicing the medical section to procure
the listed
medicines on emergency and send the same to SLQ at the earliest,
before some casualty happens in offshore.
Thanking you,
our faithfully,

ole

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary
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